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Descriptive Summary

Title: Matthew Bajko papers
Dates: 1967-2012
Collection Number: 2006-01
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 5.4 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: This collection contains research files collected by Bay Area Reporter journalist Matthew Bajko. Types of materials include conference materials, a small amount of correspondence, ephemera, media kits, meeting minutes, notes, press releases, reports and news clippings. Subjects cover a broad spectrum of LGBT life. Also included in the collection is a small amount of audiovisual material and a small series of papers documenting the San Francisco State University chapter of Delta Lambda Phi.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Matthew Bajko papers. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information

Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains research files collected by Bay Area Reporter journalist Matthew Bajko. Types of materials include conference materials, a small amount of correspondence, ephemera, media kits, meeting minutes, notes, press releases, reports and news clippings. Subjects cover a broad spectrum of LGBT life, including business and economics; elections in San Francisco, Oakland and California; HIV/AIDS and other healthcare issues; marriage; nightlife; sex and sexuality. Also included in the collection is a small amount of audiovisual material and a small series of papers documenting the San Francisco State University chapter of Delta Lambda Phi, a gay fraternity, circa 2001-2002. A preliminary list is available upon request.
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